
Hospitality 
Charging

Made Easy
A scalable, reliable, and fully-managed 
charging solution for your hospitality location.

evercharge.com



When you work with us, you’ll:

Save money Operate smoothly Scale as needed 

Plus, the addition of on-site charging solutions has 
the potential to unlock additional revenue streams 
for the hospitality industry when monetized 
effectively. For example, by integrating charging into 
existing loyalty programs or fixed fees for dedicated 
guest charging.  


EverCharge’s fully-managed hardware and software 
EV charging solutions means that we take care of 
the entire charging experience, so you can focus on 
maximizing business benefits and delivering a 
seamless guest experience.


Nearly 20% of hotel guests expressed a need for 
EV charging stations at hotels, according to a

The ability to charge your EV during 
your hotel stay has become a sought-after guest 
benefit, serving as a competitive advantage in 
retaining repeat visitors and attracting a new 
segment of travelers. 



By offering convenient and seamless EV charging 
options, hotels can encourage guests to return 
and increase brand loyalty.


 JD 
Power survey. 

By allocating power in real time 
based on what each vehicle needs, 
EverCharge eliminates the need for 
expensive infrastructure upgrades –
installing on average of 5-10x more 
stations at a lower cost.

We’ll give you a turnkey solution 
with ongoing, full-service 
maintenance and real-time insights 
into the charging experience for 
project optimization.

By leveraging the building’s existing 
infrastructure, EverCharge can scale 
easily, quickly and efficiently.

evercharge.com

Unlocking the Value of 
EV Charging For Hotels

https://www.heihotels.com/hei-hotels-resorts-ranks-third-by-jd-power/
https://www.heihotels.com/hei-hotels-resorts-ranks-third-by-jd-power/


Traditional EV charging SmartPower EV charging

Power allocation

Connectivity

Ongoing management

Scalability

200A of available power 

1200A of available power 

Power source Dedicated to EV charging infrastructure, 
allocating power between a set number 
of charging stations on one circuit

Static, preset

Relies on a single access point in cellular 
network, which increases failure rate

Exposed to unnecessary costs and 
energy overcapacity fees

Difficult; requires complex and costly 
infrastructure upgrades

Allocated to EV charging infrastructure, 
with ability to allocate power from multiple 
circuits as well as unused equipment 
anywhere in the building

Dynamic, demand based

Self sustaining, not reliant on a single 
access point, which significantly 
increases reliability 

Lowers risk of unnecessary costs and 
energy overcapacity fees

Quick and easy scaling built into 
technology without expensive 
infrastructure upgrades
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SmartPower Technology
SmartPower allocates power in real time 
based on what each vehicle needs.

SmartPower Means 
Smart Charging 
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New Stream of Revenue

Create opportunities for recurring revenue 
streams by opening up your charging stations 
to frequent visitors. This enables you to create 
a monetization structure that accelerates and 
increases your ROI, provides a charging 
solution for your surrounding community, and 
optimizes your existing land and infrastructure 
to work for you.

GLANCE™, our all-in-one Charge Management System 
(CMS), takes managing and operating your EverCharge 
systems to the next level.

Real-Time Insights

GLANCE enables your team to view real-time 
charging data and reporting without integrations 
or expensive third-party hardware. This allows 
you to manage charging with access control, 
billing prioritization, optimized charging sessions, 
and customized charging experiences tailored to 
your guest and visitor needs.

Energy Management

Set charging output limits to minimize or avoid 
additional utility demand charges, or to prioritize 
off-peak charging. When implemented 
throughout the entire site, additional underutilized 
electrical capacity can be leveraged.

14.23 kWh
Energy Used Per Event (30 Days)

Charging 
Management
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Discuss needs, identify electrical capacity, deliver 
existing infrastructure and saving analysis

Receive custom proposal and installation options

EverCharge is installed

Our team is there from start to scale – network 
management, support, billing and maintenance

Customize system access, data management, 
and get charging analytics

Site Evaluation

Design and Approval

Deployment

Ongoing Support

Charging Insights

Our team assists customers through ROI 
calculations, sustainability benefit impacts, site 
assessment, design and deployment to meet 
your operational requirements. Our team provides 
ongoing maintenance and is experienced to 
model each option to determine the best solution 
within your budget.

Expert Support

End-to-End 
Customer Service

Your journey with EverCharge:



Your Partner For 
Every Step of the 
Electrification Journey

Since 2013, EverCharge has specialized in dynamic, real-time, and 
intelligent load management technology that minimizes the total cost 
and complexity of installation and management while maximizing the 
number of charging stations that can be installed. In 2022, EverCharge 
was acquired by SK Group, South Korea’s second-largest conglomerate, 
as part of their multi-billion dollar investment in U.S. energy solutions and 
sustainable technologies. 



The vertical integration of EverCharge’s business model across 
engineering, manufacturing, and technology deployment allows 
EverCharge to develop tailored solutions specific for our customer’s 
needs. Get in touch today.


evercharge.com

charging@evercharge.com

888.342.7383


